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Cataloging his first ten years of work, Tony Ward's recent book Best of Erotica presents more than 250 of
Ward’s most prolific and enticing images. From the painterly tones of his color work to gritty black-and-
white, Westonesque portraits to truly uninhibited encounters, Helmut Newton glamorous to red-light district
tawdry, this collection shows why Tony Ward has become a household name in the world of erotica.

Tony Ward first threw himself into erotic art by photographing his wife and first muse, Sandy. Ward soon
began branching out, looking for models who would travel to his Philadelphia studio to pose for his camera
and indulge their own exhibitionism. As he discovered that "Philadelphia may have been founded by the
Quakers but is currently occupied by hedonists" new models were soon arriving in droves. Ward’s reputation
as a practitioner of erotica grew and grew, but America’s Puritan past took notice and his corporate clients
trickled away. Undaunted, Ward pursued his passions, finally meeting the legendary photography agent
Henrietta Brackman. Although unable to take Ward on, Brackman was impressed by his powerful images
and recommended him to the German agent Ursula Kreis. After a whirlwind of attention in Europe, Ward’s
distinctive brand of erotic art found another eager patron, but this time back in the U.S with Penthouse
publisher Bob Guccione. With his no-holds-barred approach to sex, Guccione quickly became Ward’s
biggest fan and patron, publishing numerous portfolios in his magazine and bringing Ward international
renown.
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From reader reviews:

Elizabeth Brock:

Playing with family in a park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with pals is thing that usually
you could have done when you have spare time, after that why you don't try point that really opposite from
that. Just one activity that make you not feeling tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you
already been ride on and with addition of knowledge. Even you love Best of Erotica, you are able to enjoy
both. It is very good combination right, you still need to miss it? What kind of hangout type is it? Oh can
occur its mind hangout men. What? Still don't obtain it, oh come on its referred to as reading friends.

Teresa Brown:

Do you have something that you want such as book? The guide lovers usually prefer to choose book like
comic, brief story and the biggest some may be novel. Now, why not trying Best of Erotica that give your
fun preference will be satisfied through reading this book. Reading practice all over the world can be said as
the way for people to know world far better then how they react to the world. It can't be mentioned
constantly that reading practice only for the geeky individual but for all of you who wants to end up being
success person. So , for all of you who want to start reading as your good habit, you could pick Best of
Erotica become your current starter.

David Beall:

You can obtain this Best of Erotica by check out the bookstore or Mall. Merely viewing or reviewing it
might to be your solve issue if you get difficulties for ones knowledge. Kinds of this e-book are various. Not
only by simply written or printed but can you enjoy this book through e-book. In the modern era like now,
you just looking because of your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose your
own personal ways to get more information about your reserve. It is most important to arrange you to
ultimately make your knowledge are still update. Let's try to choose right ways for you.

Mathew Jones:

Some individuals said that they feel bored stiff when they reading a e-book. They are directly felt the item
when they get a half regions of the book. You can choose typically the book Best of Erotica to make your
current reading is interesting. Your skill of reading skill is developing when you like reading. Try to choose
easy book to make you enjoy you just read it and mingle the opinion about book and examining especially. It
is to be initial opinion for you to like to start a book and read it. Beside that the book Best of Erotica can to
be your brand-new friend when you're feel alone and confuse with the information must you're doing of that
time.
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